The vertical transport of tracers by a cumulus ensemble at the TOGA-COARE site is modelled during a 7 day episode using 2-D and 3-D cloud-resolving setups of the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model. Lateral boundary conditions (LBC) for tracers, water vapour, and wind are specified and the horizontal advection of trace 5 gases across the lateral domain boundaries is considered. Furthermore, the vertical advection of trace gases by the large-scale motion (short: vertical large-scale advection of tracers, VLSAT) is considered. It is shown, that including VLSAT partially compensates the calculated net downward transport from the middle and upper troposphere (UT) due to the mass balancing mesoscale subsidence induced by deep convection.
Introduction
Deep convective clouds can rapidly transport trace gases from the lower troposphere to the upper troposphere (e.g. Gidel, 1983; Chatfield and Crutzen, 1984; Dickerson et al., 1987; Pickering et al., 1990) where in many cases their chemical lifetimes are longer and horizontal winds often are stronger. On the other hand tracers are trans-20 ported downwards due to the mass balancing mesoscale subsidence induced by deep cumulus clouds and due to downdrafts inside deep convective clouds. Both, upwards as well as downwards transport were found to influence global budgets of important trace gases such as ozone (Lelieveld and Crutzen, 1994; Lawrence et al., 2003) .
In recent years cloud-resolving models (CRMs) were used by numerous investigators
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to study the transport of tracers (e.g. Scala et al., 1990; Wang and Chang, 1993; Ska-marock et al., 2000; Wang and Prinn, 2000; Pickering et al., 2001; Ekman et al., 2004) . In each of these studies the evolution of a single deep convective storm was simulated. Lu et al. (2000) presented the first multi-day 2-D model study of trace gas transport by a cumulus ensemble. They applied periodic lateral boundary conditions (PLBC) and observed large-scale advection (LSA) terms for water vapour and potential temperature, 5 but neglected the corresponding terms for tracers. Particularly in situations with vertical wind shear, model calculated tracer fields obtained with PLBCs will not necessarily be meaningful if the model is run longer than the time τ it takes the tracer to be advected across the entire length of the domain and the tracer's chemical lifetime is longer than or comparable to τ. On the other hand if LBCs for trace gases and for the wind are 10 specified, the horizontal wind is allowed to change the vertical tracer gradients and thus the vertical transport. In this study a framework is presented which enables investigators to drive cloud-resolving chemistry transport models with observed data for longer periods taking into account large-scale influences that in previous CRM transport studies were neglected. In this approach water vapour, tracer concentrations and 15 wind components are specified at the lateral boundaries of the domain, while for other variables PLBCs are applied. Furthermore a VLSAT term is included. Chatfield and Crutzen (1984) noted in their early study of cloud transport that the influence of the synoptic-scale circulation should be described in order that the air chemistry results be credible. In contrast to their study, in the approach presented here we do not attempt 20 to model the large-scale circulation, but instead incorporate its influence in the CRM by specifying LBCs for tracers and adding a VLSAT term. Pickering et al. (1990) considered horizontal tracer advection in a one-dimensional photochemical model in order to achieve agreement between modeled and observed profiles of nitrogen monoxide and carbon monoxide. In their study, the term representing horizontal advection was 25 independent of the horizontal wind. Here it will be argued that also in multi-day CRM studies of tracer transport, large scale influences have to be considered. In Sect. 2 the model and the model setup are described focusing on the treatment of LBCs and the VLSAT in this study. The results of sensitivity studies with different model setups 3383 for modelled meteorology and tracer transport are presented in Sects. 3 and 4. An extended discussion of the results and the method follows in Sect. 5.
Model description and model setup

Model description
A modified height coordinate prototype version of the non-hydrostatic, compressible 5 Weather and Research and Forecast Model (WRF) is used in this study. The basic equations can be found in Skamaraock et al. (2001) and the numerics are described in Wicker and Skamarock (2002) . Microphysical processes are parameterized using a single-moment (Lin et al., 1983 ) scheme which is not part of the WRF model distribution. The scheme is described in the article by Krueger et al. (1995) and is based on a 10 study by Lord et al. (1984) . The mass mixing ratios of water vapour, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, graupel, snow and tracers are transported using the Walcek (2000) monotonic advection scheme instead of the third order Runge-Kutta scheme which is currently implemented in the WRF model prototype. The third order Runge-Kutta scheme is used to solve the momentum equations and the theta equation using fifth/third or-
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der spatial discretizations for horizontal/vertical advection terms. Shortwave radiation is parameterized using the Goddard short wave scheme (Chou et al., 1998) and for parameterizing longwave radiation the RRTM scheme Mlawer et al. (1997) is used in the simulations. Subgrid scale turbulence is parameterized applying Smagorinsky's closure scheme (e.g. Takemi and Rotunno, 2003) . 
Large-scale advection
Tropical deep convection tends to occur under conditions of large-scale low level convergence and tropospheric ascent, e.g. in the rising branch of the Hadley or the Walker circulation which cannot be reproduced by a limited area CRM with the domain sizes computationally affordable today. In many studies large-scale advection (also referred to as large-scale forcing or advective forcing) tendencies for the water vapour mixing ratio q and the potential temperature θ based on observations are added to the right hand side of the prognostic CRM equations and the model is run in the so-called semiprognostic manner first introduced by Soong and Ogura (1980) . The LSA tendencies 5 can be expressed as:
where overbars denote horizontal domain averaged values and k=1 when PLBCs for q are used and k=0 (no horizontal LSA of q) whenever LBCs for q are prescribed.
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Instead of prescribing the large-scale advection entirely from observed values it is also possible to calculate the second term on the right hand side from observed values w obs together with model calculated values of q and θ as done by Soong and Ogura (1980) . Sensitivity studies testing both methods yielded sufficiently similar results for the purpose of this study, and we decided to use the aforementioned method of prescribing 15 the entire right hand sides of Eqs.
(1) and (2) from observations (see Fig. 1 ) based on data from Ciesielski et al. (2003) . In addition to prescribing the LSA terms Soong and Ogura (1980) retained the products of domain averaged and perturbation variables in their model, while in many other studies (e.g. Xu et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 2002) these terms were neglected. Here q and θ were specified entirely based on observa-
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tions and these products were also neglected. For q and θ perturbations are usually small relative to their base (horizontally averaged) values, while e.g. for a trace gas with a surface source and a low tropospheric background concentration this is not the case when upwards transport of this gas in deep convective clouds sets in. For tracers a method of including large-scale transport is used which was previously used for q and 25
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θ (Xu and Randall, 1996; Xu and Krueger, 1991) . The vertical advection of these tracers due to the large-scale vertical velocity w obs is calculated, thus allowing horizontal inhomogeneity of the VLSAT. If the LBCs for tracers and wind are prescribed and the average horizontal wind components are nudged towards observed values, only the vertical advection due to w obs must be considered and the VLSAT term is calculated 
where µ is the modelled tracer mixing ratio and w obs is depicted in Fig. 2c . If µ were inserted in Eq. (3) instead of µ the tracer advection by w obs would be non-local and the tracer would be spuriously dispersed across the entire model domain. In addition it 10 would become necessary to apply a non-local scaling of the values in order to ensure positive definiteness and mass conservation simultaneously. In simulations of chemically reactive trace gases this would often cause significant problems. The average horizontal wind is nudged towards observed values (see Fig. 2 ):
15 where v =(u, v), as in e.g. Xu and Randall (1996) and Johnson et al. (2002) with an adjustment time τ=1 h.
Lateral boundary conditions
In semi-prognostic model studies of deep convection PLBCs are used and LSA terms for water vapour and potential temperature are prescribed providing a means of simu-20 lating observed events. With PLBCs no fluxes into the model domain from the outside are allowed and the domain averaged net upward transport of air is zero. While for q and θ the horizontal LSA terms (see Fig. 1b and d) can be small compared to the vertical LSA terms (in Fig. 1a and b) , this can not be expected to be the case for moderately 3386 long lived trace gases as will be demonstrated in this study. Thus, if no horizontal VL-SAT terms are prescribed in multi-day studies of trace gas transport, PLBCs should not be used. Therefore we decided to retain PLBCs for the potential temperature and the air density but specify LBCs for tracers and for water vapour. In this approach, periodic boundary conditions are also retained for the horizontal wind components, but u and v 5 are nudged towards their observed values with extremely short adjustment times (twice the model timestep d t) at the lateral boundaries. Consequently the LBCs for u and v can be considered prescribed LBCs. The vertical velocity w and the concentrations of all meteors in the liquid and the ice phase are set to zero at the lateral boundaries. The values for q and the tracer concentration (partial density µρ) at the lateral boundaries 10 are specified in a zone which was chosen to be 2 grid points wide. For u, v and w this width is set to three points and additionally a four point wide relaxation zone is used in which the adjustment time increases linearly in order to avoid the generation of spurious waves. The microphysics scheme is not applied in an eight points wide boundary zone in order to avoid spurious condensation. (Krueger and Lazarus, 1999) and was also investigated by Su et al. (1999) , Johnson et al. (2002) and used in a model comparison by Gregory and Guichard (2001) . During this period the IFA region is influenced by the onset of a westerly wind burst (see Fig. 2a ) and three consecutive convection maxima develop between 20 and 23 December and a fourth and strongest maximum with its peak on 24
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December at the times of maximum large-scale ascent ( Fig. 2c ) and vertical q and θ LSA ( Fig. 1a and c) . The WRF-model as described in Sect. 2.1 is run with 2 km horizontal resolution and 350 m vertical resolution up to 19 km and decreasing resolution up to the model top at nearly 24.7 km with a total of 63 grid points in the vertical direction. The timestep is 5 s and small (in the range ±0.01 g/kg for 2-D runs and ±0.0125 g/kg
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for the 3-D run) time varying random contributions are added to the water vapour mixing ratio in the sub-cloud layer during the first 2.5 h of the simulation. Ten tracers with horizontally and vertically constant initial concentrations in 1750 m thick horizontal layers are included in the model runs. For three of these tracers a detailed analysis of the model results will be presented in the following. The tracers are assumed to be 15 chemically inert, insoluble and to have no surface or tropospheric sources or sinks in the domain. At the lateral boundaries, the tracer concentrations are assumed to be constant and equal to their initial concentrations.
Sensitivity studies
The results from three 2-D runs, using a domain length of 500 km are discussed in 20 detail. These three runs were performed in order to study the sensitivity towards different LBC and towards applying TLSA. In the first run PLBCs are used. In the second run the water vapour, the concentrations of the hydrometeors in the liquid and the ice phase and the wind are specified at the lateral boundaries as described in Sect. 2.3. The tracer concentrations prescribed at the lateral boundaries are kept constant and 25 are set equal to the initial tracer mixing ratios. For brevity, runs with specified tracer and water vapour boundary conditions subsequently will be referred to as specified lateral boundary condition (SLBC) runs. In the third run the LBCs (and the calculatedmeteorology) are the same as in the second run, but additionally a VLSAT term (Eq. 3) is added when solving the tracers' continuity equations. In order to study the dependence of the model results on the domain size, two additional model runs using domain length of 248 km and 1000 km were performed. The results from these runs are mentioned occasionally and are not discussed in detail here. Except for the difference in 5 domain size, the setup of these runs was identical to the setup of the third 500 km domain run, i.e. SLBCs were used and the TLSA was considered. In Sect. 3, results from an additional 2-D run are mentioned. The setup of this run was identical to the third 500 km domain length run, but instead of the single-moment microphysics scheme described in Sect. 2.1, the Lin-scheme implemented in the standard WRF model was 10 used. In addition to the 2-D runs described above, a 3-D run was performed. In this run, again SLBCs were applied and the TLSA was considered. The same vertical grid configuration was used as in the 2-D runs and the horizontal domain size was 248 km×248 km. The results of the 3-D run are compared to results from the 248 km 2-D run. An overview over the different setups used in the sensitivity runs is presented 15 in Table 1 .
Modelled meteorology
The model computed precipitation rates generally compare well with the observed data (see Fig. 3 ). The total observed amount of rain for the seven day period from 19-26 December 1992 is calculated from the Ciesielski et al. (2003) figure) . In general, with PLBCs a large over-or underestimation is unlikely to occur in a semi-prognostic setup since the computed amount of surface precipitation is largely 3389 constrained by the input data for the water vapour LSA. In contrast, with SLBCs the domain averaged horizontal flux divergence for water vapour at a given height level is determined by the model and is allowed to deviate from the measured values of the horizontal LSA, thus more easily allowing either an over-or an underestimation of the surface precipitation. Two 2-D sensitivity runs using SLBCs doubling the domain size 5 and decreasing it to 248 km yielded surprisingly small changes in the computed total precipitation (the values were 162.4 mm and 161.9 mm vs. 162.6 mm for the 500 km domain, not displayed in the figure) . Figure 4 depicts the differences between model calculated and observed average temperatures and water vapour mixing ratios. The cold temperature bias in the model 10 runs in the troposphere is comparable to the bias in the 2-D-CRM study of Johnson et al. (2002) and for the 3-D run to the bias in the 3-D CRM model study of Su et al. (1999) . It should be mentioned that we find a decrease of the cold temperature bias in the UT of approx. 1 K when doubling the size of the 2-D domain for the SLBC run (not shown in the figure), while in the study of Johnson et al. (2002) the bias is 15 nearly independent of domain size. As a probable reason for the modelled cold biases, insufficiencies in the LSA data have been suggested. The computed water vapour mixing ratios for the SLBC runs are higher than those for the run with PLBC.
For the 500 km domain 2-D runs the Hovmöller diagrams in Fig. 5a and b show squall lines propagating westwards at speeds mostly ∼3 m/s and faster eastwards moving sin-20 gle clouds for both PLBCs and SLBCs. Perhaps the most striking differences between the two sensitivity runs occur between 20 December and 23 December. In the run with PLBCs a single large squall line develops during the first two days of strong deep convective activity and during the next two days mostly single clouds and small squall lines dominate. In the SLBC run during the entire period, single clouds co-exist with large than in the larger domain run.
Modelled tracer transport
The transport of the ten tracers included in the sensitivity runs was analysed using different methods. For the purpose of describing the main characteristics, it was found to be useful to choose three tracers for a detailed discussion. Subsequently these 5 tracers will be referred to as tracer A, B and C. Tracer A was initialized in a lower tropospheric layer, tracer B in the mid troposphere, and tracer C in the UT.
4.1 Tracer A in 2-D runs 4.1.1 Periodic lateral boundary conditions Tracer A was initialized at a horizontally and vertically constant concentration in a lower 10 tropospheric layer between 0 and 1750 m height. The time height contour plot of horizontally averaged modelled tracer mixing ratios (see Fig. 6a ) shows the effect of rapid upward transport immediately after the onset of modelled deep convection at ∼23 UTC on 19 December. Within the next day the amount of tracer in the boundary layer decreases rapidly, while in the UT a local maximum of the tracer mixing ratio forms (at the 15 height of the cloud anvils). The altitude of this maximum starts decreasing immediately because of tracer mass descending due to the mass balancing mesoscale subsidence induced by the deep convection. Furthermore the mixing ratio of the tracer close to the surface is sufficiently depleted so that air advected rapidly upwards would not contain high enough tracer mixing ratios to account for the formation of further UT mixing ratio 20 maxima. Later the vertical mixing is increased since some of the descending tracer is re-entrained into deep convective clouds and transported upwards. Four days after the onset of deep convection the tracer is well mixed throughout the model troposphere. 
Specified lateral boundary conditions
As previously mentioned specifying LBCs for tracer allows for tracer advection across the model's lateral boundaries and the total amount of tracer inside the domain to be influenced by the mean horizontal wind. Like in the case of PLBCs tracer mass is rapidly transported from the lower troposphere (LT) to the UT when deep convection 5 sets in (see Fig. 6b ). Initially the LT mixing ratio decreases as in the case of PLBCs. But between 21 December and 22 December the westerly wind burst sets in and wind speeds in the LT increase (see Fig. 2a ). Tracer mass transported away from the LT inside the updrafts of the deep convective clouds is replenished by tracer mass horizontally advected into the model domain. Around the same time the wind increases in 10 the UT and tracer mass is continously advected out of the domain across the lateral boundaries. The amount of tracer advected into the domain in the LT and the amount of tracers advected out of the domain at UT levels could be quantitatively assessed calculating the time-integrated horizontal and vertical advection tendencies. Integrated over longer episodes, the tendencies of horizontal and vertical advection at each ver-15 tical level approximately balance. As for the run with PLBCs ( Fig. 6a) , UT mixing ratio maxima with contours sloping towards the Earth's surface indicate the strong effect of mesoscale subsidence. When the VLSAT term is taken into account (see Fig. 6c ) this effect of the mesoscale subsidence is also visible particularly at the time of the maximum in convective activity on 24 December, but once injected into the UT, the tracer 20 mass often remains there for considerably longer times. For tracer A domain averaged vertical profiles are plotted in Fig. 7 reflecting the differences between the results of the different sensitivity runs discussed here. Significant differences between the SLBC run and the run with PLBCs already become apparent in Fig. 7b (less than 24 h after the onset of deep convection in the model). The profiles in Fig. 7 will be discussed in more 4.2 Tracer B in 2-D runs 4.2.1 Periodic lateral boundary conditions Tracer B (see Fig. 8a ) was initialized at a constant concentration in a layer between 7000 and 8750 m height and is chosen as a representative mid-tropospheric tracer. At the onset of deep convection this tracer is less effectively transported upwards since 5 the levels of maximum entrainment of deep convective clouds are located in the lower troposphere (LT). Further analysis (see also Fig. 9 ) yields that often updrafts push aside the the air containing the high tracer mixing ratios without entraining much of it. This finding does not conform with the 'convective ladder' effect postulated by (Mari et al., 2000) . Consequently the mixing ratio of tracer B in the UT increases much less rapidly 10 than in the case of tracer A. Nevertheless tracer B is also transported downwards due the mesoscale subsidence and after two days of active deep convection a substantial part of it has reached the LT from where it is then rapidly transported upwards. At the end of the studied period this tracer is still not homogeneously distributed throughout the entire troposphere. 
During the first two days of the model run, the domain averaged mixing ratio for tracer B evolves similarly to its counterpart in the run with PBLCs when the VLSAT term is omitted (see Fig. 8b ). When the VLSAT term is incorporated (see Fig. 8c ) the mesoscale downward transport on 20 December is largely compensated. In Fig. 9 the mixing ratio 20 contours of tracer B on 20 December 14:00 GMT are depicted for the three different sensitivity runs. In the run with PLBCs the mesoscale subsidence has caused the center of tracer mass to subside to nearly 3 km below its initial location. The strong effect of the mesoscale subsidence is also apparent for the SLBC run in Fig. 9b where the mixing ratio contours slope downwards from the inflow toward the outflow boundary.
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In the run in which the VLSAT term was included on the other hand a large fraction 3393 of the tracer mass has remained at its initial height. Between 21 and 22 December (see Fig. 8b again) when the westerly wind burst sets in, the total amount of tracer B in the domain decreases as a consequence of mesoscale subsidence, wind shear and transport across the lateral domain boundary. First the tracer is transported downwards because of the mesoscale subsidence to altitudes below 5 km where the average west-5 erly wind is strong. From there it is rapidly transported eastwards to where it leaves the domain across its lateral boundary. For the tracer in the VLSAT run, in total more tracer mass remains inside the domain because the transport due to the mesoscale subsidence is largely compensated by the VLSAT. Around 24 December the easterly wind at above 5 km height reaches a local maximum which transports 'fresh' tracer 10 into the domain. For a smaller domain (e.g. 248 km, see Fig. 12a ) the depletion of the tracer mass in the domain is weaker because during the time τ it takes the tracer to be advected across the entire length of the domain a smaller fraction of the tracer mass is transported downwards due to the mesoscale subsidence. For a larger model domain (1000 km) the depletion is also weaker (figure not shown) because τ is long enough so 15 that not all of the tracer transported downward is transported out of the domain during the period before tracer mass is replenished by the increasing easterly wind.
4.3 Tracer C in 2-D runs 4.3.1 Periodic lateral boundary conditions Tracer C (see Fig. 10a ) was initialized in an upper tropospheric layer between 12 250 20 and 14 000 m. About 12 h after the onset of the deep convection the first convection towers penetrate this layer and initiate downwards transport. The air inside the anvils carries a low tracer mixing ratio and replaces the air with high mixing ratios in the UT (which is pushed downwards along the lower edge of the anvils). Mesoscale subsidence acts to further transport tracer mass towards the Earth's surface. On 22
December a local minimum domain averaged mixing ratio located at ∼10 km altitude is calculated. The decrease in mixing ratio leading to this minimum is attributed to the transport of air with a low tracer mixing ratio from the LT to the UT. At the time of the subsequent increase of mixing ratio in the UT some air containing high tracer mixing ratio has reached the LT from where it is again transported upwards inside deep convective clouds. Four days after the onset of deep convection the tracer is fairly well mixed throughout most of the model troposphere. 
Specified lateral boundary conditions
As for the run with PLBCs tracer C is influenced by the penetration of deep convective towers and by mesoscale subsidence (see Fig. 10b and c) . Because of the UT easterly winds some of the tracer mass advected downwards is replenished from outside the domain. If VLSAT is taken into account in the model (see Fig. 10c ) considerably less 10 tracer mass is transported to the LT than for the run with VLSAT switched off (Fig. 10b) .
Comparison 2-D vs. 3-D model runs
Tracer transport results from a 3-D run with a 248 km×248 km horizontal domain size run are compared to results from a 2-D run with a 248 km long domain. As described in Sect. 2.5 both runs were performed using SLBCs for the tracers and taking into account 15 the VLSAT term. For tracer A, the results from both runs are depicted in Fig. 11 . The time-height contours of the domain averaged tracer mixing ratio are smoother for the 3-D run than for the 2-D run, but the main features in Fig. 11a and b are similar, particularly during the first two days of active deep convection when the meridional wind component (see Fig. 2b ) is small. On 22 December the southerly wind component in Crossboundary advection in the meridional direction is also found to play an important role for the differences of the domain averaged mixing ratios of tracer C (see Fig. 13 ). Again 5 subsiding tracer mass is advected out of the domain in the 3-D run due to the non-zero meridional wind component, while in the 2-D run advection in the meridional direction is not considered. Differences between 2-D and 3-D tracer transport model runs can also arise due to dynamical or microphysical reasons (e.g. Wang and Prinn, 2000) . This study focusses mainly on the differences due to cross boundary transport. Cross 10 boundary transport is believed to be the main reason for the differences between the results of the 2-D and the 3-D run presented here, but further research, including a 3-D simulation with PLBC, is needed in order to better differentiate between different reasons.
Discussion
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Many trace gas compounds with tropospheric lifetimes between a few hours and a few weeks such as carbon monoxide or NO x (nitric oxide + nitrogen dioxide) have a source close to the Earth's surface. Measured vertical mixing ratio profiles of these compounds in the vicinity of deep convection are often 'C'-shaped, i.e. have a maximum in the LT and a second maximum in the UT (e.g. Dickerson et al., 1987; Gidel, 20 1983 ). On the other hand in post convective environments profiles of trace gases with a sink in the LT often have a minimum in the LT and a second minimum in the UT (e.g. Kley et al., 1997) . Sometimes such a profile is referred to as 'D'-shaped.
Tracer A can be considered an idealization of a moderately long lived, insoluble trace gas with a surface source. Its initial profile represents its idealized profile in an 25 environment which has not been influenced by (either local or remote) deep convection recently. Figure 7 shows vertical profiles of model calculated tracer profiles for this tracer. During the first 36 h the tracer profile in the run with PLBCs still displays the typical 'C'-shape caused by intermittent deep convective transport. After roughly three days the tracer is well mixed. If a constant wind speed of 5 m/s is assumed, three days would correspond to a horizontal transport distance of ∼1300 km which is still smaller than the entire Pacific Warm Pool suggesting that moderately long lived tracers would 5 be well mixed after having been advected at this wind speed straight across the entire Pacific Warm Pool. This could possibly also be expected as a result in a tracer CRM study with SLBCs and a sufficiently large domain size. Using PLBCs and continously adding the VLSAT in a sensitivity run results in an unrealistic accumulation of tracer mass in the UT towards the end of the model run.
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If chemistry transport CRM results are to be compared to measurements from measurement campaigns covering a limited area, a multi-day simulation with PLBCs will probably be of limited use since for moderately long lived tracers the effect of horizontal advection on these time scales is not negligible as demonstrated by the differences in Fig. 7b to f and discussed previously. On the other hand, if LBCs would be specified 15 from measurements, the method presented in this study could in principle be used for CRM simulations of trace gas dispersion due to deep convective clouds. However, in order to obtain the necessary input data for such a simulation, a comprehensive measurement campaign of the size of the TOGA-COARE campaign encompassing both meteorological and trace gas measurements would be necessary. No such campaign 20 has been planned. Nevertheless, input data from different sources, including both measurement campaigns and results from global chemistry transport models (GCTMs), CRMs with the setup proposed here could be used to specify the necessary boundary conditions. Here the transport of idealized tracers was studied and the boundary conditions were kept fixed. For more realistic studies, time-dependent boundary values for 25 trace gases can be prescribed.
Another potentially useful application for the setup described in this study could be the comparison between tracer transport results from CRMs and parameterizations used in global models. In global chemistry models convective transport constitutes a 3397 major source of uncertainty since it is highly sensitive to the convective parameterization applied (Mahowald et al., 1995) and even to the treatment of transport based on the mass fluxes provided by individual schemes (Lawrence and Rasch, submitted, 2004) 1 . Cloud-resolving models (CRMs) in combination with single column models (SCMs) could perhaps help to better evaluate these parameterizations and thus re-5 duce this uncertainty. For TOGA-COARE a comparison between different single column models including tracer transport was presented by Rasch et al. (2003) . A similar framework as the one presented here could be used in multi-day single column model (SCM) studies and comparisons between SCMs and CRMs would draw substantial benefits from the method presented here. In current global models convective tracer 10 transport is commonly parameterized using the assumption that the upwards advection of air mass inside the convective clouds is balanced by the mesoscale subsidence in the same vertical model column. The tracer transport due to large-scale ascent is calculated separately using the so-called operator splitting technique. This method used in global models is analogous to the method used here, in this CRM study.
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The setup with specified LBCs for water vapour allows for larger differences between modelled and observed surface precipitation than the setup with PLBCs and thus could possibly be useful for evaluating different microphysics schemes.
A drawback of specifying LBCs for tracers and retaining PLBCs for the air density is that the advection of tracer mass at a given height level due to the domain averaged 20 horizontal air mass convergence or divergence into or out of the domain is neglected. The domain averaged mass flux divergence (advection) of the tracers is due to the difference in influx and outflux across the domain boundaries in this study. While the tracer mass flux at the inflow boundary depends on the specified tracer concentration and the wind, the mass flux at the outflow boundary is influenced by the modelled tracer 25 transport inside the domain. In small domains containing a single convective system and under conditions of weak horizontal average winds, the domain averaged mass flux divergence due to large scale wind convergence and divergence into and out of the model domain is likely to become important.
The results of runs using SLBCs for tracers are domain size dependent, although in this study the differences between the runs with 500 km domain size (see Figs. 6c to 10c) and 248 km domain size (see Figs. 11c to 13c ) are often small. This domain size 5 dependence should not be considered a drawback of the method but is an advantage in cases in which model results from future multi-day chemistry transport CRM studies are to be compared to measurements.
In the case study presented here, the VLSAT often has a strong effect on the domain averaged vertical profiles, particularly when τ is long (e.g. Fig. 7e, f, g and l) and should 10 not be neglected. In CRM studies of reactive tracer transport the over-estimation of downwards trace gas transport could otherwise for example lead to unrealistically high chemical NO x sources in the mid-troposphere due to the thermal decomposition of subsiding PAN (peroxy acetyl nitrate) or pernitric acid. The spurious downward transport of tracers when the VLSAT is neglected can easily be mis-interpreted as the effect 15 of mid-level detrainment.
The results for the PLBC runs in this study are similar to the results presented by Lu et al. (2000) , i.e. in the model runs with PLBC, the tracers are transported from the midand upper troposphere to the LT with a timescale of approximately one day. Figures 15  and 16 of Lu et al. (2000) can be compared to Figs. 6a to 10a for the first days of 20 modelled deep convection. Lu et al. (2000) chose to re-initialize their model every 60 h and used a domain length of 512 km. Using sensitivity runs for a 500 km domain, it was demonstrated in this study, that the modelled tracer transport is highly sensitive to the choice of LBC, even on timescales of a few days. Furthermore it was shown, that including VLSAT changes main characteristics of the modeled tracer transport. In 25 multi-day CRM studies of tracer transport in regions with large scale vertical ascent, such as the Pacific Warm Pool, the VLSAT term has to be considered. Since current CRMs do not allow the exchange of airmass across the lateral domain boundaries, the VLSAT must be considered as well as the corresponding terms for q and θ.
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Conclusions
A setup designed for modelling multi-day tracer transport in a current CRM was described and the transport of idealized tracers was studied. The results obtained with this setup were compared to results obtained with a setup previously used in a similar case study (Lu et al., 2000) . In the new setup, specifying LBCs for tracers allows the 5 effects of horizontal tracer advection into and out of the model domain to be considered. Less than 24 h after the onset of deep convection in model, the results for the different setups started to differ significantly.
Furthermore it was demonstrated that including a VLSAT term which was not included in previous studies of tracer transport partially compensates the net-downward 10 transport of tracers from the middle and upper troposphere due to the mesoscale subsidence induced by deep convection. This term should be considered in future multi-day limited area CRM studies of tracer transport.
For the first time tracer transport results from a multi-day 3-D model run are presented and compared to results from a 2-D run. Differences between the 2-D and 3-D 15 run were mainly attributed to an increase in horizontal advection across the lateral domain boundaries due to the meridional wind component in the 3-D model runs which was not considered in the 2-D simulations.
The model setup used in this study facilitates comparisons with either trace gas measurements from multi-day measurement campaigns or with results from single column 20 cloud models, thus possibly providing one means to help evaluating deep convective transport parameterizations used in global models.
A drawback of the new setup arises from retaining PLBCs for air density. In the future a model setup allowing the convergence or divergence of airmass into or out of the model domain at a given height could be considered for trace gas transport 25 studies. One possibility would be to try to develop a method using nested models in combination with e.g. a gridded input dataset based on meteorological measurements from the TOGA-COARE campaign.
The setup as described here will be used to investigate the effect of a cumulus ensemble on the dispersion of reactive trace gases such as ozone. For this purpose a tropospheric chemistry mechanism based on the global Model of Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry -Max Planck Institute for Chemistry (MATCH-MPIC, Lawrence et al., 1999; von Kuhlmann et al., 2003 , and references therein) was implemented into 5 the CRM. Furthermore a more comprehensive study about the sensitivity of the tracer transport results to different model configurations such as different resolutions, microphysics schemes and domain sizes is planned. 
Model Description and Model Setup
.1 Model Description modified height coordinate prototype version of the nonydrostatic, compressible Weather and Research and Forest Model (WRF) is used in this study. The basic equations n be found in Skamaraock et al. (2001) and the numerics e described in Wicker and Skamarock (2002) . Microphysal processes are parameterized using a single-moment (Lin al., 1983 ) scheme which is not part of the WRF model disibution. The scheme is described in the article by Krueger al. (1995) and is based on a study by Lord et al. (1984) . he mass mixing ratios of water vapour, cloud water, rain, oud ice, graupel, snow and tracers are transported using the alcek (2000) monotonic advection scheme instead of the ird order Runge-Kutta scheme which is currently impleented in the WRF model prototype. The third order Rungeutta scheme is used to solve the momentum equations and e theta equation using fifth/third order spatial discretizaons for horizontal/vertical advection terms. Shortwave radiion is parameterized using the Goddard short wave scheme hou et al., 1998) and for parameterizing longwave radiaon the RRTM scheme Mlawer et al. (1997) is used in the mulations. Subgrid scale turbulence is parameterized aplying Smagorinsky's closure scheme (e.g. Takemi and Ronno, 2003) .
.
Large-Scale Advection
Introduction ropical deep convection tends to occur under conditions of rge-scale low level convergence and tropospheric ascent, g. in the rising branch of the Hadley or the Walker circution which cannot be reproduced by a limited area CRM ith the domain sizes computationally affordable today. In any studies large-scale advection (also referred to as large- izontal LSA of ) whenever LBCs for are prescribed. Instead of prescribing the large-scale advection entirely from observed values it is also possible to calculate the second ally and are not discussed in detail here. Except for the difference in domain size, the setup of these runs was identical to the setup of the third 500 domain run, i.e. SLBCs were used and the TLSA was considered. In Sect. 3, results from ly and are not discussed in detail here. Except for the difrence in domain size, the setup of these runs was identical the setup of the third 500 domain run, i.e. SLBCs were ed and the TLSA was considered. In Sect. 3, results from additional 2D run are mentioned. The setup of this run as identical to the third 500 domain length run, but inead of the single-moment microphysics scheme described Sect. 1.1, the Lin-scheme implemented in the standard RF model was used. In addition to the 2D runs described ove, a 3D run was performed. In this run, again SLBCs ere applied and the TLSA was considered. The same veral grid configuration was used as in the 2D runs and the rizontal domain size was 248
The results of e 3D run are compared to results from the 248 2D run. n overview over the different setups used in the sensitivity ns is presented in Tab. 1.
Modelled Meteorology
he model computed precipitation rates generally compare ell with the observed data (see Fig. 3 ). The total observed ount of rain for the seven day period from 19-26 Decemr 1992 is calculated from the Ciesielski et al. (2003) data be 149.1 and the simulated amount is 152.2 for e run with PLBCs. In SLBC runs the values are 162.6 r the 2D and 171.8 for the 3D run and thus somewhat gher than the observed value. On the other hand in a comrable 2D run also using SLBCs but the Lin-scheme from RF instead of the one described in Sect. 1.1, the comted value is 143.7 and is thus somewhat lower than the served value (not shown in the Figure) . In general, with BCs a large over-or underestimation is unlikely to ocr in a semi-prognostic setup since the computed amount of rface precipitation is largely constrained by the input data r the water vapour LSA. In contrast, with SLBCs the doain averaged horizontal flux divergence for water vapour a given height level is determined by the model and is al- lowed to deviate from the measured values of the horizontal LSA, thus more easily allowing either an over-or an underestimation of the surface precipitation. Two 2D sensitivity runs using SLBCs doubling the domain size and decreasing it to 248 yielded surprisingly small changes in the computed total precipitation (the values were 162.4 and 161.9 vs. 162.6
for the 500 domain, not displayed in the Figure) . Fig. 4 depicts the differences between model calculated and observed average temperatures and water vapour mixing ratios. The cold temperature bias in the model runs in the troposphere is comparable to the bias in the 2D-CRM study of Johnson et al. (2002) and for the 3D run to the bias in the 3D CRM model study of Su et al. (1999) . It should be mentioned that we find a decrease of the cold temperature bias in the UT of approx. 1 ¢ when doubling the size of the 2D domain for the SLBC run (not shown in the Figure) , while in the and faster eastwards moving single large squall line develops during the first two days of strong deep convective activity and during the next two days mostly single clouds and small squall lines dominate. In the SLBC run during the entire period, single clouds co-exist with large squall lines occurring during the latter half of the first four days of strong deep convective activity. In Fig. 5c a Hovmöller diagram for the 248 domain 2D run which in the next section will be utilized for the 2D vs 3D tracer transport comparisons is shown. In this run the largest squall lines Mixing ratio values were normalized to the maximum initial mixing ratio. a) Periodic lateral boundary conditions, b) specified water vapour and wind lateral boundary conditions, c) specified lateral boundary conditions and vertical large scale advection for tracers. Contour levels are: 0.0, 0. 02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 . and 1.0.
Modelled Tracer Transport
The transport of the ten tracers included in the sensitivity runs was analysed using different methods. For the purpose of describing the main characteristics, it was found to be useful to choose three tracers for a detailed discussion. Subsequently these tracers will be referred to as tracer A, B and C. Tracer A was initialized in a lower tropospheric layer, tracer B in the mid troposphere, and tracer C in the UT.
Tracer A in 2D runs
Periodic Lateral Boundary Conditions
Tracer A was initialized at a horizontally and vertically constant concentration in a lower tropospheric layer between 0 and 1750 height. The time height contour plot of horizontally averaged modelled tracer mixing ratios (see Fig. 6a ) shows the effect of rapid upward transport immediately after the onset of modelled deep convection at ¤ 23 UTC on Dec 19th. Within the next day the amount of tracer in the boundary layer decreases rapidly, while in the UT a local maximum of the tracer mixing ratio forms (at the height of the cloud anvils). The altitude of this maximum starts decreasing immediately because of tracer mass descending due to the mass balancing mesoscale subsidence induced by the deep convection. Furthermore the mixing ratio of the tracer close to the surface is sufficiently depleted so that air advected rapidly upwards would not contain high enough tracer mixing ratios to account for the formation of further UT mixing ratio maxima. Later the vertical mixing is increased since some of the descending tracer is re-entrained into deep convective clouds and transported upwards. Four days after the onset of deep convection the tracer is well mixed throughout the model troposphere.
Specified Lateral Boundary Conditions
As previously mentioned specifying LBCs for tracer allows for tracer advection across the model's lateral boundaries and the total amount of tracer inside the domain to be influenced by the mean horizontal wind. Like in the case of PLBCs tracer mass is rapidly transported from the lower troposphere (LT) to the UT when deep convection sets in (see Fig. 6b ). Initially the LT mixing ratio decreases as in the case of PLBCs. But between Dec 21st and Dec 22nd the west- erly wind burst sets in and wind speeds in the LT increase (see Fig. 2a ). Tracer mass transported away from the LT inside the updrafts of the deep convective clouds is replenished by tracer mass horizontally advected into the model domain.
Around the same time the wind increases in the UT and tracer mass is continously advected out of the domain across the lateral boundaries. The amount of tracer advected into the domain in the LT and the amount of tracers advected out of of horizontal and vertical advection at each vertical level approximately balance. As for the run with PLBCs (Fig. 6a) , UT mixing ratio maxima with contours sloping towards the Earth's surface indicate the strong effect of mesoscale subsidence. When the VLSAT term is taken into account (see Fig.  6c ) this effect of the mesoscale subsidence is also visible particularly at the time of the maximum in convective activity on Dec 24, but once injected into the UT, the tracer mass often Fig. 7 . Domain averaged vertical tracer profiles for tracer A every 12 h after the modelled convection sets in for a run with PLBCs (dotted line), a run in which the tracer concentrations were specified at the lateral domain boundary (dashed line) and a run with specified LBCs and VLSAT (solid line). ity runs discussed here. Significant differences between the SLBC run and the run with PLBCs already become apparent in Fig. 7b (less than 24 after the onset of deep convection in the model). The profiles in Fig. 7 will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.
Tracer B in 2D runs
Periodic Lateral Boundary Conditions
Tracer B (see Fig. 8a ) was initialized at a constant concentration in a layer between 7000 and 8750 height and is chosen as a representative mid-tropospheric tracer. At the onset of deep convection this tracer is less effectively transported upwards since the levels of maximum entrainment of deep convective clouds are located in the lower troposphere (LT). Further analysis (see also Fig. 9 ) yields that often updrafts push aside the the air containing the high tracer mixing ratios without entraining much of it. This finding does not conform with the 'convective ladder' effect postulated by (Mari et al., 2000) . Consequently the mixing ratio of tracer B in the UT increases much less rapidly than in the case of tracer A. Nevertheless tracer B is also transported downwards due the mesoscale subsidence and after two days of active deep convection a substantial part of it has reached the LT from where it is then rapidly transported upwards. At the end of the studied period this tracer is still not homogeneously distributed throughout the entire troposphere.
Specified Lateral Boundary Conditions
During the first two days of the model run, the domain averaged mixing ratio for tracer B evolves similarly to its counterpart in the run with PBLCs when the VLSAT term is omitted (see Fig. 8b ). When the VLSAT term is incorporated (see Fig. 8c ) the mesoscale downward transport on Dec 20th is largely compensated. In Fig. 9 the mixing ratio contours of tracer B on Dec 20th 14:00 GMT are depicted for the three different sensitivity runs. In the run with PLBCs the mesoscale subsidence has caused the center of tracer mass to subside to nearly 3 below its initial location. The strong effect of the mesoscale subsidence is also apparent for the SLBC run in Fig. 9b where the mixing ratio contours slope downwards from the inflow toward the outflow boundary. In the run in which the VLSAT term was included on the other hand a large fraction of the tracer mass has remained at its initial height. Between Dec 21st and 22nd (see Fig. 8b again) when the westerly wind burst sets in, the total amount of tracer B in the domain decreases as a consequence of mesoscale subsidence, wind shear and transport across the lateral domain boundary. First the tracer is transported downwards because of the mesoscale subsidence to altitudes be- where the average westerly wind is strong. From there it is rapidly transported eastwards to where it leaves the domain across its lateral boundary. For the tracer in the the onset of the deep convection the first convection towers penetrate this layer and initiate downwards transport. The air inside the anvils carries a low tracer mixing ratio and replaces transported to the LT than for the run with VLSAT switched off (Fig. 10b) .
Comparison 2D vs 3D model runs
Tracer transport results from a 3D run with a 248 ¡ 248 horizontal domain size run are compared to results from a 2D run with a 248 long domain. As described in Sect. 2.3 both runs were performed using SLBCs for the tracers and taking into account the VLSAT term. For tracer A, the results from both runs are depicted in Fig. 11 . The timeheight contours of the domain averaged tracer mixing ratio are smoother for the 3D run than for the 2D run, but the main features in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b are similar, particularly during the first two days of active deep convection when the meridional wind component (see Fig. 2b ) is small. On Dec 22nd the southerly wind component in the UT starts increasing and towards the 23rd the northerly wind component reaches a maximum in the mid troposphere advecting tracer mass out of the 3D domain. On Dec 25th an increasing southerly wind component in the mid troposphere leads to an increase of tracer advection across the northern boundary which is reflected in the t-z contour plot for the 3D run. For tracer B (see Fig. 12 ) one difference is the amount of tracer that remains in the lower troposphere. Detailed analysis of the 3D results yields similar importance of the mesoscale subsidence in the 3D and the 2D run. In the 3D run meridional tracer transport in the layers below the initial tracer mass location plays an important role in advecting tracer mass out of the domain. Cross-boundary advection in the meridional direction is also found to play an important role for the differences of the domain averaged mixing ratios of tracer C (see Fig. 13 ). Again subsiding tracer mass is advected out of the domain in the 3D run due to the non-zero meridional wind component, while in the 2D run advection in the meridional direction is not considered. Differences between 2D and 3D tracer transport model runs can also arise due to dynamical or microphysical reasons (e.g. Wang and Prinn, 2000) . This study focusses mainly on the differences due to cross boundary transport. Cross boundary transport is believed to be the main reason for the differences between the results of the 2D and the 3D run presented here, but further research, including a 3D simulation with PLBC, is needed in order to better differentiate between different reasons.
Discussion
Many trace gas compounds with tropospheric lifetimes between a few hours and a few weeks such as carbon monoxide or ¢ ¡ ¤ £ (nitric oxide + nitrogen dioxide) have a source close to the Earth's surface. Measured vertical mixing ratio pro- files of these compounds in the vicinity of deep convection are often 'C-' shaped, i.e. have a maximum in the LT and a second maximum in the UT (e.g. Dickerson et al., 1987; Gidel, 1983) . On the other hand in post convective environments profiles of trace gases with a sink in the LT often have a minimum in the LT and a second minimum in the UT (e.g. Kley et al., 1997) . Sometimes such a profile is referred to as 'D-'shaped.
Tracer A can be considered an idealization of a moderately long lived, insoluble trace gas with a surface source. Its initial profile represents its idealized profile in an environment which has not been influenced by (either local or remote) deep convection recently. Fig. 7 shows vertical profiles of model calculated tracer profiles for this tracer. During the first 36 the tracer profile in the run with PLBCs still displays the typical 'C-'shape caused by intermittent deep convective transport. After roughly three days the tracer is well mixed. If a constant wind speed of 5 ¢ is assumed, three days would correspond to a horizontal transport distance of ¤ 1300 which is still smaller than the entire Pacific Warm Pool suggesting that moderately long lived tracers would be input data from different sources, including both measurement campaigns and results from global chemistry transport models (GCTMs), CRMs with the setup proposed here could be used to specify the necessary boundary conditions. Here the transport of idealized tracers was studied and the boundary conditions were kept fixed. For more realistic studies, time-dependent boundary values for trace gases can be prescribed. 
